Introduction
The effects of anthropogenic climate change
are becoming more severe. With traditional
approaches such as emissions caps failing, it
is time to consider non-traditional solutions.
A solar shield placed at the Sun-Earth first
Lagrangian point is an idea that shows potential
to mitigate the surface temperature increase
expected to result from climate change. By
reducing the radiation reaching Earth, such a
shield can reduce the planet’s temperature.

Some feel that diverting resources to support a
solar shield drains those resources from more
worthy climate change measures. These are
valid concerns and this report does not advocate
a solar shield over alternatives. However, it is
necessary for someone to conduct a rigorous
analysis of the capabilities and constraints
of such a system, else opposition is based on
surmise alone. The objective of EC2LIPSE is
to enable educated decision making and to
demonstrate a system of analysis that can be
leveraged for any global scale project.

This executive summary highlights the technical, environmental, legal, financial, and public
outreach aspects that must be considered for a project with global and cross-disciplinary
implications. The backdrop for the shield’s development is detailed and an interdisciplinary
roadmap proposed to implement the EC2LIPSE solar shield by 2060.
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Scenario
EC2LIPSE is based on the A1B projection presented in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) 2000 Special Report “Emissions Scenarios.” The A1B scenario assumes
continued economic growth through 2100, a global population peak mid-21st century,
rapid development of new technologies, increased cultural cross-pollination, a convergence
in regional per capita income, and a balanced use of fossil fuel and non-fossil fuel energy
sources. It does not assume adoption of any specific climate change protocol.
Technology Landscape and Capabilities
Scenario A1B assumes rapid development of technology. The most
relevant technologies are supercomputers, Artificial Intelligence
(AI), computer interfaces, robotics, and space capabilities.

Economics & Geopolitics
Economic & geopolitical
power has been shifting
from more advanced
nations to emerging
nations.
The US and western
European nations are
still dominant, however
BRIC and N-11 states are
expected to develop in the next
50 years and to have major roles in
the space sector by 2050. This trend
has strengthened following the
2008 economic crisis. Politically
and economically China, India,
and the United States are expected
be the dominant powers in 2060.
These power shifts may result in
commercial and military rivalries.
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Energy
Due to fast technological
development the advances
in energy efficiency will be
somewhat limited. Oil and coal
production are projected to peak
within the next decade, galvanizing
a search for alternative energy sources.
Solar energy will be an important
renewable energy source and is
predicted to provide at least 15%
of energy by 2040. By 2060, 3350% of all energy will be solar
based and compact fission
reactors will be available
on Earth and in space.

2010

2060

Resources and Materials
The 21st century will
see the rise of on-demand
materials, each designed to
meet a specific need. Composites
will replace metallic materials
and alloys, especially in fields such
as aerospace and construction where
efficiency, weight, and strength are
major drivers. By 2050 production
processes will make use of pure
nanomaterials
like
carbon
tubes and fullerenes with
weight to strength ratios
100 to 1000 times better
than current materials.

Demographics
Mid-century population increase
will create a demand for agricultural
production 50% higher than today’s.
Overexploitation of natural resources
and associated land use change will
lead to ecosystem degradation and
loss of biodiversity. Rural to urban
migration, urban-to-urban cross
border migration and migration due
to degradation of the environments
will increase. By 2100 there will be 0.2
to 1 billion climate change refugees.

Climate change impacts promise to
vary regionally around the globe.
Violent cyclones are anticipated
along the Asian coasts while the
Mediterranean coasts go dry.
Central Africa will experience
drought while the Nile delta floods.
By 2050, 124 million people will
experience flooding.
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Technical
Shield Concept
The solar shield will be located 2.36×106 km from Earth and will absorb incident solar radiation,
reemitting it as infrared radiation. The shield will have a radius of 1900 km and mass of
4.9×1010 kg, resulting in a 1.8% reduction in Earth’s insolation. The shield will be constructed
of triangular panes of silicon based glass or polymer manufactured from lunar materials and
having a thickness of 845 nm. It will maintain an orientation perpendicular to the Sun-Earth
line at all times, traveling in a 12,500 km orbit. The shield will have select panes embedded with
electrochromic liquid crystal devices, allowing them to be made variably reflective as needed to
provide stationkeeping much like a solar sail.

Shield Components
The shield will be constructed of joined panes of a
silicon based glass or polymer membrane and held
together by a carbon nanotube frame. Select panes
will be electrochromic, allowing voltage application
to change the reflectivity parameters. The panes
will likely experience damage from impacting
meteors during operations, which will be repaired
by the autonomous robotic facility.

The solar shield
experiences perturbing
forces, so must be
shifted closer to the
Sun where solar
radiation pressure can
help compensate. This
shifted position is called
artificial L1 (L1*).

Shield Architecture
The triangular panes can be joined to form hexagons
which in turn can be joined in rings to form larger
hexagons. The larger the panes, the simpler the
assembly process but the more complex the pane
manufacturing and the more frequently panes will
require replacement due to space environment
damage.
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Operations:
2035-2055

Railgun
An electrically powered gun
that accelerates a conductive
slider along electromagnetic
bars powered by a 2 GWe
nuclear plant.
• Total ΔV: 1.2 km/s
• 1.4 km in length
• 550 ton at launch
• 50 G acceleration at launch
• 100000 launches in 10 yrs

2045-2055

Operations:
2040-2060+
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Operations Concept
The EC LIPSE shield will be manufactured near L1 from materials mined and processed on the
Moon by an autonomous robotic facility shipped from Earth. Numerous lunar facilities will be
needed including regolith mining, silicon separation, water extraction, a nuclear power plant,
two railguns, and a spacecraft manufacturing facility. All these facilities will be robotic in nature
and shipped from Earth. The primary role of the lunar facilities will be processing silicon based
glass or polymer into blocks for shipment to the L1 region. Shipment will take place aboard
spacecraft that will be launched into lunar orbit via railgun then propel themselves to the L1
region at the next available launch window.
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2035-2045

Expendable Heavy Launcher
A three stage liquid propulsion
launcher comparable to the
Saturn V rocket.
• Total ΔV: 13250 m/s
• 7 m central body radius
• 84 m tall without the fairing
• 108 m tall with the faring
• 3.8 thousand tons at launch
• 1.2 G acceleration at launch
• 8000 launches in 10 years

2040-2045

Operations:
2025-2045
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Interdisciplinary
Public Perception

Legal

Public perception is a vital factor in assessing the political feasibility of a solar shield project. Few studies
have been made of perception of geoengineering, none of them global in scope and only one assessing
solar shields. Most individuals are unaware of geoengineering proposals and wary of the associated
risks and costs. It will be critical to establish an outreach program to inform and engage the public with
respect to EC2LIPSE and its impacts.

If it effectively reduces
effects of global
warming without big
consequences, it is
worth trying.

It sounds rather
crazy and likely to
have unintended
consequences.

That amount
of money could
be invested in
planting new
trees.
I’ve never heard of a
space shield before,
but would like to know
more about them before
deciding.

It may be used as
an excuse to keep
polluting the planet.

In an original survey distributed
in English and Mandarin, the
EC2LIPSE project solicited
opinions from around the global
on a solar shield concept. 678
valid responses were received.
Many respondents had never
heard of a solar shield before,
but were open to the idea
of pursuing research and
potentially deploying such a
device in response to a climate
emergency. Comments from
respondents reflected some
concerns and uncertainty.

The World Space Shield Council
(WSSC) is modeled on the
International Telecommunication
Union and would be responsible
for making decisions relating to
the EC2LIPSE shield, conducting
studies, obtaining funding, and
executing the project. All world
nations will have membership in
this council. Its working groups
(WG) will fill critical research needs
and its operational groups put it
all into practice.

International space and environmental law impacts the EC2LIPSE
shield. The most relevant laws are the Outer Space Treaty of 1967
and the Convention on Biological Diversity of 1992.
The Outer Space Treaty specifies that there are no property rights on
celestial bodies, such as the Moon, potentially impeding commercial
spinoff potential. The Convention on Biological Diversity currently
prohibits geoengineering activities unless they are proven to protect
biodiversity on Earth from negative impacts. Providing such proof
will be critical to EC2LIPSE implementation.
Commercial & Financial
The solar shield will cost an estimated 9.8 trillion USD, comprising 0.11% of
global GDP over the course of the project. Funds could be raised via a small
consumption based levy which would be reinvested in accordance with a
geographical return principle. The shield will result in significant direct and
indirect socio-economic effects, including spinoff technology development and
emergence of new industries.

Key to garnering public support will be the effective dissemination of clear information from trusted
sources. Survey respondents indicated that they would be most likely to trust information coming from
scientists and environmental organizations. Modern communication techniques utilizing social networks,
edutainment, and participatory media are likely to be the most effective communication channels.
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Roadmap

2012-2029

Technology
Framework
Side Effects

2012														 2015
2015
Propose
project to the
UN General
Assembly

2012
EC2LIPSE
Report

7.0 bn

2018
Shield funding
policy in place

+0 cm

14.7ºC

$0 tr

14.9ºC

$0.9 tr

Form the
World Space
Shield
Council

Complete lunar map
Improve climate models
Research & development
Award contracts & research grants

2020 														 2025
Begin annual
payments of
86 billion
USD

2020
Begin
manufacture of
components for
lunar and L1*
facilities

Test
construction
systems in
LEO

Commence
construction
of launch
complex
infrastructure

Begin
manufacture of
robotics for in-space
assembly and
construction

7.5 bn

+2 cm

2025
WSSC
working
groups fully
operational

Public debate leads to open discussions
Increase in prize-driven innovation e.g. Xprize
Initiation of new ventures and spin-offs
Increased need for professionals spurs academic programs
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Roadmap

2030-2049

Technology
Framework
Side Effects

2030														 2035
Begin annual
payments of
178 billion
USD

2030
Successful
completion of
lunar, L1*, and
autonomous pilot
programs

7.9 bn

2035
WSSC working
groups produce
first reports

Begin launches
from Earth to
the Moon

+5 cm

15.1ºC

$2.1 tr

15.4ºC

$3.9 tr

Begin monitoring
and assessing the
environmental
impacts of launches

Peak period of contracts for Earth-based activities related to EC2LIPSE
Modify agricultural seed stocks for cooler temperatures

2040														 2045
Begin annual
payments of
124 billion
USD

2040
Final go
ahead
decision

Complete
construction
of lunar
facility

8.3 bn

+9 cm

2045
Begin Lunar
railgun
launches

Launching and assembly of L1* factory
Robotic mining of lunar regolith
Increased accessibility to space development programs and spin off technologies
Prepare to reclaim land and repatriate climate change refugees

X
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Roadmap

2050-2060+

Technology
Framework
Side Effects

2050 														 2055
Begin annual
payments of
255 billion
USD

8.7 bn +13 cm 15.8ºC

$6.4 tr

2055
Complete
lunar material
launches

2050
Begin shield
construction

Gradual reduction in solar insolation begins
Monitor and assess impacts of the gradual decrease in solar insolation

2060														 BEYOND
Change
to shield
operations
payment
mechanism

2060
Begin
operational
phase

Full 1.8%
insolation
reduction

8.8 bn +21 cm 16.5ºC

$9.8 tr

2065
WSSC working
groups’ first
shield effects
report

Launch study of the effects of radiation reduction
WSSC working groups begin investigating the effects of radiation reduction
Begin repatriation of climate change refugees
Commence land reclamation efforts
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Impacts

Conclusion

The proposed shield may have both positive and negative impacts on the environment and
society. Earth’s climate consists of many interconnected elements that influence each other
in ways that can be difficult to predict. A 1.8% reduction in sunlight may have direct effects
on atmospheric and hydrological cycles. These may lead to secondary effects on ecosystems,
human health, and society.

Atmosphere & Weather

Positive:
Reduction in temperature
Reduction in severity and frequency of
extreme weather events and amplitude of
ENSO cycles
Increase in hydrological system stability
Negative:
Depletion of ozone due to launches
Reduction in precipitation

Ocean

Positive:
Increase in polar ice
Increase in CO2 sequestration
by ocean
Ambiguous:
Impact on phytoplankton
population growth rates

EC2LIPSE is a broad ranging multidisciplinary assessment of one particular mission to
shield the Earth from climate change induced surface temperature shifts. It draws together
interdisciplinary elements in an integrated approach to global scale project planning
and execution. Although frequently overlooked in technical projects, the scenario and
interdisciplinary framework developed for EC2LIPSE are at least as important as the number
of launches and robots it requires for construction. The disciplines that comprise such a
framework may vary from project to project. For EC2LIPSE, they included:

An assessment of the project’s impact on the
world, from insects to ocean currents

A political framework built from
components of proven heritage and
accommodating the preferences of current
and future economic and space powers

A financial analysis of the monetary cost of
the shield and its likely economic benefits

Flora and Fauna

Positive:
Reduction in pest outbreaks
Increase in environmental stability
Negative:
Reduction in photosynthetic activity
Changes in avian migration
and nesting behavior
Disruption of food chain
Adaptation to rapid
environmental change
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Human Society

Positive:
Reduction in skin cancer
Reduction of flooding events
Decrease in environmental migration
Increase in climate change awareness
Increase in agricultural system stability
Negative:
Reduction in energy availability
Reduction in vitamin D activation
Slight reduction in mood induced by
sunny weather

A consideration of current and likely public
perception and outreach strategies

From this holistic picture it was possible to devise a roadmap for implementation of the
EC2LIPSE solar shield resting on a foundation of each of the preceding disciplines. This
roadmap should take Earth down a path that enables the option of enacting a solar shield.
Anticipated changes in technological prowess, economic distribution, and public perception
sometimes defy expectation. EC2LIPSE has demonstrated that while the engineering challenges
relating to solar shield implementation are great, economic constraints are minimal. While
people may think use of such a shield is a crazy idea, they still support researching it. These
findings may morph and change over time, but the process used to assess them will remain
the same. It is this process, illustrated for the case of a solar shield, which is the final result
of the EC2LIPSE project.
EC2LIPSE Executive Summary
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The MSc 2012 Program of the International Space University
was completed at the ISU Central Campus in
Illkirch-Graffenstaden, France.
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